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IUTRODUCTION· 

The tn,es of" forms which are expressibJ.o:as de-
terminants vrith linear elements have been determined by ·. 

' ' 

Dickson-I~ whose reem.lfa:J a.re given in the . :f'ollowing theorem: 

"In the .field of all complex nunibers,, · every. binary .form, 

every ternary form, every quateI'nary quadratic.:f'orm ttnd 

a su.f:f'iciently gene!'al quaternary cubic :rorm can be ex-

Pl"es se_d in determina.ntal .form. No f'ul,ther · general form 

has this ·property"t, 

Similar results \1ere obtained by Stoui'f'er*-~ by 

entirely different methods. ' 

There are~ inf'inita number or dif.ferent sets· 

of' linear eleme.i-its tor a g-lven determinanta1 f'Ol"Ll• How-

ever vdth a given set of linear elements there is only 

one determinantal form. The question arises then as to 

the relations between the eler.1ents :.ind the associated 

:rorm. The problem is simplified if the number of variables 

is limited to threo so that each element, when equated to 

zero, represents a straight line, and the associated f'orm, 

a plane curve. 

* Tl'ansactions of the American 1!athematical Society, Vol ... 
22, (1921) pp 167-179 • 

.;~* Ibid., Vol. 26, pp 356-368. 



It is the purpose o:r .this pa.per to consider de-

terminanta.l forms of: the second and· third or·ders- involving 

three variables. The geometry in the one -case is that of 

four lines and the a·saociated oonics, in the other case, 

that of at least sixlinas and the·associated cubio curves. 

The invariant . r.estrict:1ono · on the li~ear elements are 

class:i.f'ied according to the e.ffect tvhioh they· h~ve upon the 

geometrical relations between the lines and the associated 

cUPves •. In the. case or determinantal · .forms o.f the third , . 

o-rdel:', 1 t is found · that certain l"estrictions on the elements 

produce singularities in the associated cubic ourve. It 

1 

is shown also that some of. the well-known methods of generating 

curves may be obtained· readily from the detarminantal form. 

The writer ·v1ishos to express her s.ppreoiation, .for 

the suggest1onsanddirect1011 given her in this work by Dr. 
E.B.stou.rrer, Professor or Mathematics at the University 

of Kansas. 



Let t-he·deteztminanto.1 .form of the nth order ink 

variables 

+ = 

be clinnged by the transformation 
x1 -= ti\ ,i: • · · . t I w :,:~ · 

T: I 

x .. = iw,x.'+- ·. • .\.,K~ 
into the determ:tnanta.1 r:orm 

f\, 1'/ + B.,-x~ +-. . . • • I • 

F = 

in such a way that ea.ch element o..n-x., + -t.,..s "':i.. + · · · fs tran&• 

formed into the element A,-.s.~ + B.,.~·(+ · · · • A function of 

the coeff'icients a. .. 4 1-. • • •· of f, which ia equal to the 'J, l -

same function of the coefficients A .. ,Bl ..... • of F multi-, l .I I 

plied by a factor vrh:tch in a pov10r of the modulus A is 

said to be invariant under the transformation Tor is said 

to be an invru. .. iant of £. A ·covariant is a function of the 

coe.fficients and varaables off' which is equal to the same 

function of' the coe:fficients: and vs.riubles of F oxceptf'or 

a :f'a.ctor -which is a power of the r.aodulus A. 
The elements of the deterzninantal .form f may be 

regf.rded as e.. set or n:2. simultaneous 11near .forms L.--i k 

variables. 'J.1he .folJowing theorems concerning the inva:t'iants. 

and covariants of r ruay be stated at once since they are 

true of' simu.ltaneous. linear .forms :·w 

~!-Clebsch, Orelle's Journal. Band 59, pp 1Ql5 .. 
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1. The resultant of any k elements of :f in an 

invariant of :r .. 
11. Eve~y rational intogral invariant off is 

a homogeneous polynomial in the resultants of the n:i 

linear elements takenk:a.t a time. 

111. Any element 0£ :r is a covariant o,f f. 

lV. .h"Very integral covariant .of f is exprass-

ible in terms or the elements of~ and the invariants 

I.f the nu..mber o.f' variables 1n the dete1-rn.inanta.l 

form is thr.ee, · t.he elements o.r the :form when eqtui ted to 

zero represent straight .lines. Any conditions.placed 

upon the invnrta.nts and covariants 0£ r a~fect the- arrange-

ment of' these straight lines.. I:f two covariants be made 

ident1.co.lly equ.a1,. except for a eons.tant i'aotor,. two of 

the lines ooincide; or, i.f one covariant be made iden-. . . . ' 

ticnl]:y zero, the number of' lines. is reduced by one. If 

any invariant is set equal to zeros the three lines whose 

coe.ff'icients appear in thnt invariant must be. concurrent. 



The _geometry or the lines may ·therefore bp studied by· 

means of the invs.:r1ants and covariants of the determ1n ... 

a.ntal :f'orm. 

V!e shall- in the: remainder or this paper confine 

ourselves to the case k:: 3. 

The covariants,. that is>< the elements of a de-

terminantal rorm~ will be represented by 

-{ i. j ::: 0..~•j i( 1 +- .f,.i j ):';). + l,L j -X.2, ( i.) i ::: l, l, "3). 

and the invariant, 

\ 

a.. .t """ ---t.. -l l"Y\&, ) '°)'M 

a... J. .4 i J t-i. .s 

n . o..,,. s _.ti\.$ i,H 

by .. [ --t,_Yv\, t j) s] · ... The intersection of two lines, 

~or example~. -~~""' and --e L. will be indicated. by the 

symbol { --l --L .. ). 
'hf't\ > I. L 



II.. DETERMINANTAL FORMS OF THE SECO!ID ORDER 

The equations of four straight lines are ob-

tained. by equating to zero the elements ot a determina.ntal 

form of the second orde:r. ?te sh.all study the geometry 

of these 11...'r'les by placing restrictions on the invariants 

and covariants of the determinnntal form. 

'The equation 

(1) 
-t 

0 

' 'L 

represents a eon1o, which 1s associated with the four 

lines of the determinantal form. Every equa.t:ton of the 

second degree may. be put into this form since every plane 

curve may be rep1-esented in determina.ntal :form.-R- The 

fact that any conic enn be transformed by a linear trans-

formation into ll1 -x~ - 1l.; :: D ~· also shows that it may be 

represented in determinantal form. 

The determ1nantal form makes :evident the genera• 

tion of the conic by the two projective, pcmo11s of lines 

-t -\-~-t =C) 
II l"l-

e.nd ~\ + -k -R.':>,'L.: 0 , 

-!mickson, Tra.nso.ctions or- the American Mathematical Society, 
Vol. 22, (1921) p 174 .• 

\a 



or by the penei~s 
__g· + -le.), = 0 

,, ::l./ 

and · -£, + --/4. -(,. ::i. = O , 

In order to show this :for- the :first pair of pencils, for 

example, · let us note that the equation or the conic. may 

be written in the form_; 

(2) 
--t +-k -t II. - . r:i.. 

-eJ.I + t. {;,. 
= 0) 

:f'rO!ll wlrl.ch 1 t is. clear that every point which 1s a point 

of intersection of corresponding lines o:f the two pencils 

se.tisf'ies the equation or the conic. Con'1ersely, every. 

point on the conic is the inteI'section of a corresponding 

pair of' lines of' the. two pencils~ a fact wlrl.oh is s-hoV1l'l 

by the equations, 
,f_ 
"-' 

This determinantal form shows immediately that 

any point on the conic may be a vertex of one of the two 

flat-pencils generating the conio,.. For, 1.f A _is any 

point on the conic, k may be so determined· that --£,, + -Ir.-£,-:,.= 0 

and --(,. , + --k -ll:i "'-= 0 pass through A. . The equation of 

the conic may be written in _the form ( 2}, .from which it 

appears that the conic may be generated by the two pro-

jective pencils, 

(--lll + * l,"l-1 + )i ( -1.~, _-ti_ l ::' 0 

.)_I -,_ + A_ ...e.'l. ":),_ '=. 0 •· 

1 



In our study of the geometry of the .lines of the 

determine.ntal forms we shall confine our attention to the 

cases in which the conic (l) is not degenerate. The re-

strictions to be placed upon the covariants may be divided 

ingo two main classes; first, no-covariant identically 

zero-and all oovoriants distinct,. secondt no covariant 

identically zero and two covariants, --t 11 .and -t:n . ., or t,.,_ 
and .! .. identical. .Any restrictions upon the covariants 

21 " 

of' (1) other than those considered in these two.classes, 

for example, such restrictions as one covariant zero., three 

covariants identical, or --t11 = ..Q,12. make tho associated conic 

a degenerate conic. 

There ax•e four invariants und.er the conditions of 

the .first· class. I.r any two of these inv~ria.nts a1"e zero, 

the lines pass through a point and the conic is degenerate •. 

Hence, we shaJ.l consider this class.when Ca) no invariant 
is zero and (b) only one invw ... iant is zero. 

(a) Since no lnvariant is zero, tne f'our lines 

meet.in six points. Four of these points, two on each 

line, lie on the associated oonie. 

{b) If any invariant, .for instance, [ 'l ~. 'J. 1; 1 '.l), 
equals zero, the four lines meet in four points, three of 

which al"e points on the associated conic. \Vhen b-:i, :i.1 ,I~}-=- o 

the line -= o is tangent to the conic, at ( --t -t ). 
:i.~ ~-·' ·~ 



In order to prove this let us solve {i~=o for one 

variable, say x 1 , and substitute into equation (1). The1t 

( 1} takes · the .form 
0- ').~ + -e.. '\, 

= 0. 
0 

.. 

The line ex 'l + f'x 3 :=O lies on the point ( --l,';)., -t:i. 1 } 

for it 1 s the line o t the pencil --t 1 + {. f, :i .{ o ro-e which 
0... 

k = - __el.. ; also the line c. x + d..X: =- o must be on the point 
0-,.~~ 3 

( -l, ").., l~, ) f'or a. similar reason. Since the lines 

.Jl xi + f )'3 == o • and c. 7L-:i.. + d.., Jt3 = o lie also on the 

point(l,O,O), the equations differ at most by a numerical 

factor. filleztefore -l == o meets the conic 1n two coincident 
~'). 

points at ( --l, '1, -l'l 1) and is a tangent to the conic. 

Under the oondit'ions of the second olass, in which 

\ie assume, for example , {~ \ =: 1. 1 -;i. there is only one 

invariant, namely [11,12,221 , which is not necessarily 

zero. If this invariant is set equal to zero, the conic 

becomes degenerate. We shall consider therefore only the 

case where [11,_12,22] is different .from zero. 

The equation of the 
--e I I 

-l,.,_ 

conic now becomes . · 
t,~ 

::: 0. 
--1!,':I '1-. 

There are here three lines. i1he inte:ttseetions ( -l,, , .e,"4 ) 
and ( -1.,';I. ,., ..t,,. ) are points on the The line -(= o 

is tangent to the conio at ( -t,,,, 1,:1. ) and the line --1!.!l.';1, == o 

at ( _,,e 1 ) . These !'acts a1"e easil"tT shown bv the ,~. :l:l. ., ., 

methods employed above. The conio associated with these 



lines is a general conic" a .faot which is, evident when we 

remember tb.a. t any , conic can be transformed into -x.. l'. - 1c. 1.. = o. , , , ', , ,, , , , I :,. 3 

,o 



III. DE'I'ERMINAUTAL FORMS OF THE THIRD ORDER 

If the elements of the determins.ntal form of' the 

third order in three variables a.re equi1ted to zero, they 

represent nine or less straight lines. ffe shall study 

the geometry- o:f' these lines by the methods used above in 

the case of· tl10 determinantal forms of' the second order, 

namely, by putting restrictions on the invariants and 

covariants of the form. ,There is associated with each 

geometric arrangement of the lines, a eub:to curve, the 

equation of which is given by equating to zero the de~ 

terminantal form.. W 8 shall consider . here only those· 

arrangements of lines which do not make the cubie a de-

generate cubic •. 

If' tvro elements of one row or column of the 

determ1nantal f'orm are identically zero:, the cubic eurve 

degenerates into a line and a conic. When one element of ei\c. \, 
. the c.u.bic eui-ve 

'ro.w nd c olu m 11 is zero ,the &qu4tio-n o'? /, may be written 

in the form 
0 

(3) 0 = 0 .-

0 -t3:l .t3'3 
We shall now sho\V that every datel'l'l11nantal 

form o.r the third order which has been equated.to zero, 

and which represents a non .. degenerate cubic curve may by 

a combination o.f' rows and columns be reduced to the .form ( 3). 

11 



Let A be a point on the cubie obtained by equating to 

zero the determinantal fOl'm 

-e .. -t,.,_ -t,, 

(4) -e:i., 1, 11'3 2.'2, 

.e..1, 1:n l.n 
It is possible to determine numbers k, ,k2 ,.k3 ·, such that 

the lines .. +~2.-l,2.; ~, -l, 1 = 0 and ~. -t'l,,+ ft2. ta+ lt,-t:i'\-= D 

pass throug..h the point A. The equation of the cubic can 

be written in the fo~ 
1 

II -f., 'l ~.-t\\+~J.'l., + f.e3~•~ 
(5) -t1'l. ~. -t2., + -ei, + ~'3 ~l) =0 

21 J 

.€31 1.32. ~l {3 I -\- ~1 ~3 'l. + -ft3 -e'J3 
from which we see that if A is chosen on the euqio in. 

such n way that it is not on the conic 
!,, t, \. 

= 0 

it lies on the line.{, { 11 + Vt.:i. -P..3 ,_ + ~ 3 -t'l'l= o. Consequently 

there exist two numbers hand r sueh that 

( i,(,+ --k3,.,_ +_.ft., -ti;) + J\. ( ~ 1 {3 I+ .-f\ -t, 2. + --9t, -e73) : {, t:i,,+ ft.:i. t. + {l {i'3' 

Then the determinantal form {4)' may blf a combination of 
rows-end columns be reduced to the form 

.e' {' .. f 
II ,. I l 

t' 
2.1 

1' 
1:.. 

0 :::: 0. 

-l' -l' .,f_' 
> I ,, 33 

By a repetition or this process the determina.ntal form 
(4) can be reduced to the tom (3). 



• T.n.G eqv.ation of -evor:y non-degenerate cubic 

curve ean be expressed as a determinant or type -(3). 

· In order to show -·chis we use a· theorem proved by DicksoniZ. 

,1hich states that every sueh equation may _be expressed in 

·the form 
~, -1- \;it,.+- c,,~"3 "1-3 0 

(G) t.'l.,\ "'t I + -t.2~ "lll. +C.:,..._ 1£3 1-, = 0. 

C. 1' c:1 .,_ ~3 'Y- + -t. -;. + c,3 1 ')la 31 3 I Jl :,. . 

I.f the rov1s and columns of this detel'Il'linafrt are inter-
. , . 

. . . C.!I. I changed, if' the last column is multiplied by - C:-
. 31 

and added to the second :column, awi i.f tha first column 

is multi plied by -c and added to the third column~ equa-
31. 

tion ( 6) is 1·educe~ to th~ ro1~n ( 3).. If' any tv10 oi' the 

coef'.ficients c .c ,c ·, are zero the cubic ls degenerate. 
:I.I ., '31 '3!1. 

If any one of them is zero, one operation of the type de-

scribed will reduce equation (6) to _the desired rorni •. 

Dickson in his derivation or (6) shows that there 

1s a line v1hich meets . the cubic in three distinct points. 

If we are considering a real non-degenerate cubic curve it 

is always possible to choose the line so that all these 

points are real. · It follows b:V Dickson's work that ·it is, 

I 3 

'• possible to represent a non-degenerate cubic as a determinant-

al :rorm with linear elements., the coefficients of'whieh are 

real. 

*Dickson, Trar1sactions of the American Mathematical Society, 
Vol. 26, (1921) p.174. 



A combination or rows and columns or (3) shows 

that the equation of every oubio curve may be put in a. 

determinantal form which has only tt7o elements, only one 

element, or no element identically zero.. These facts 

may also be shown directly by means of the_ functional 

determinant.. Let the expansion of'. the dete:rminantal form 

(4) be written e.s 
1. 

R3o O lj 3 + Ro 30 -x..: + l\oo 3 1--; + 'f\,.,o 1>:,. + fl.2.c.1"'1-,1.t, -\- P\ o -:,. 1 \ t3 + 
R -,,, -LL + F\ "'I-~ l. + fJ. '1-. X 1. + Ji 'I- i: l' :: 0 

6 1"- ,_) 102. J 1 J'1D 1 1 . 111 I L '!, I 

where Ai. i, I<' represents the sum of dete?'minants which con-

tain i c~umns o:r·a•s , j aolUlllns o:r h's and k columns of 

d ( °'3:., .£....:,, , '!• c,..,,., c..,:,, c..a, • ~.,,., c. ::i. :i. • °"~.,, a.,.,._ ), 
after the derivatives have been taken, the coefficients 

o. l-c. o. c. a. -t t. o.. ,i. O. o.. CL -t.. t, 
I~") l"'l.1 l'l,.\ :a.,, l,.'\'\ '1\1 '\\ 1 \\1 1,> \I l ~'l,.1 3\\ 14 1 ~\l 3i . 

are set eq1:1al to zero, the value of the determinant be-

comes • 1.rhus all 

coeff'icients of' --t,.... -!.,_'\ and --e 3 , may be chosen ar-

bitrarily; and also at least one coeff:toient :f'?'cm each of 

the six remaining elements of the determinant may be 

given any arbit~ary value di.fi'erent .from zero .. 

Three well-known methods of generating a cubic 

cu.rve result readily .from a consideration of' the determinant-

al forms or the equation of a cublo •. 



THE0RE?.1 .!· !, non-clegenerate cubic curve.!§. 

generated & three prcject1ve £! lines. 

This may be shown by~ method analogous to that 

used eai~lier in shovd.ng that a conic is generated by two 

projective pencils of lines. Let the cubic equation be 

written in the form 

(7) 
-t?. 1 13,._ 111 • 

We shall. . show that this cubie may be generated 

by the three projective nets of' lines, 
--9-e, -tll -\- -k'),,_ :.t I~ ..\- ~"\ -t, '\-:: l9 

Ca) {, -t-:,., +-. -k,,,_ -t,.'). + -t')., = a 

~I ..e3 I + -{'). --l?, 'l.. + --fe3 .e'J 3 : 0 I 

or by the nets, 
)... --tll + ). '). -e.,. I + II. -t.~ l = D 

\-t,,. + )..,. ..eu + ). 3 ..£.'3,_ = o 
\ ..t, , + A~ .t ,. , + J.. 1 -ln = o . 

The cubic equation (?) l!'.a.y be wz,itten :tn the form (5) 

:from which it is clear that the points of' intersection 

or corresponding lines of' the three nets are on the 

cubic. Conversely, for every point on the -curve there 

exists a set of parameters k 1 , · k:i, k 3 , such that equa-

tions (a) are ss.tisfied by the coordinates of the point. 

Consequently every point on the cubic is given by the 



1ntersec.t1on-ot~orresponding lines or the three ne:t;s. 
Thi'l_met~odo:f·generat1ng a cubic.curve is 

given by Schroeter-'J-: who develops· it by establishing a 

polarity in the plar1e such that to every point· in the 

plane there correspond thl"ee polars,.· the intersection of' 

which a1•e poi..."lttJ on the cubic. 

Chaslest method. of generating a cubic cur'lz:e by 

means of' a pencil or lines and a projective pencil or 
oonics may be shown by using -the .form or the equation or 

the cubic in which one element of the detel"minantal .form is 

zero. Th.is equation may be written in the form, 
ti\ .1.,~ + -ft 1.,, {1'3 

0 .e,.. + .e,, 
which may be expanded into 

-e, J -'-1, ..e.,,. + {t -e.,1 
3 .,t ~t. f.,_ I 

(9) 

It is clear f'rom the .rorm o.f eque,tion (g) that every point 

o:r intersection of a line of the flat-pencil --t_3 'l. + -k -!33 = O 

with the corresponding conic o:f the pencil of conics, 

-t .. {I?.. 
4t 

{II ~11 -
..\- = 0, 

-e -l2. 'l. --t -t 
). I ~, ~?, 

*Schroeter, Theorie der Ebenen Kurven Dri ttel" Ordnung., 
W, p 43. 

I lo 



is a point on_ the cubic. Oonve1,.sely-., every point on the 

cubic is a point· of", intersectio1t or a line Cl.f the pencil 

wi-th the corresponding line from the pencil o:r conics; 

for, from the equations of" the t-v,o pencils:, -,ve have the 

equctions 

-t -tll -t I l_ 

l 'l 

.t:l\ .e,,. '3 

which, make it evident t:hat. every point on the. cubic de---
termi.'l'les a value of k.,,, We thus have: the the. --:theorem,· 

THEOREM !l .. Every non-degenerate cubic CUI've· 

is generated !?J: .! ;eencil -~ lines !. projeetive penc.11 

of conics., ----
If -the equation of -the cubic is written in tile 

form in which two of the elements are equal to zero,, one 

of the conm1 which determine the p:, noil of conics becomes 

degenerate; if the equation is written :tn the :form in which 

three elements are zero both 01' the conics which determine 

the pencil. of' conies become degenerate. 

If' the equation o:r the cubie is written in the form 

(3)., the three projective nets of lines generating the 

cubic become three penc.ils of' lines. Since every non-.de-

generate cubic may be written in this torm, we have the 

theorem, 

L "l 



!h.2. follo~d}!G ·w~;_l: -t + --h = 0 
I _II ?, I°>,) 

~-e- + ~1.=0 
I '11 ':I. :t'l 

t_ t + {_ t. =0 
:a. 3-;i. 3 •'?> 

fhe method$ used in ttb.ow1ng ways or- g·et.t.eratil'lg 

cubic curves .may b$ used to ahavi way.ti t>f genet'"a.ting plane 

cm"'ves- or h!v..)te!" ordet-,. It· ia. p-oss1b1e- to show that eveey 

plane au~ve of Ot'ifler n mny 'be generated by a pencil of 

lines and. a pro,j~ct1ve pone1l or ci.tt'ves of ordor .n-1; and that 

eve'l:""J" pla."'lo curve :me.y be generated bf a pane!l of- conics 

and a projective penoil of curves oi" order n-2' .. 
Equation (3) 1s the- simplest determinantal torm 

of the eqUat!on of a cubic ollr"ite whioh does not give a 

dege1181'tata cub1e. We have sllcmn tha, evaey determinanta.l 

form of a more general cbal.'"act,::,r than this, which· 1s E:lquated 

to zero, may be reduced to this tom., and that ·aveey non-

degonernt_a cubic may be expressed. 1n this tom. In view 

or these considerations we shall in the rema1n<leP of th1s. -

paper oonf"ine our study o~ the geometx-,- of' tho lines ob-

tainecl · by equn ting to zex-o the elements of' a determinant al 

form, to a study 0£ the eatJes tth1ch .arise ho.m. the det81'1'm1nant 
( 3 ) • 

Tl1e reatrictions md.oh may be ·plnoed on the 



remaining covariants fall into the following tour classes.* 

I. The six covariants distinct. 

II. 'J.1Wo covariants, not in the same row. or 

columnJI 1dentica1 •. 

llI. Three covariants, no two in the sm:ne 

row or column., identical. 

IV. Two sets of two identical covariants, no 

identical covariants in. the same row or column. 

v. · T1,vo sets of two identical covariants, one 

set containing two covariants and the other three covar-

iants, no t1;vo identical covariants 1n the same row or 

column .. 

We shall consider the above five classes under 

the different possible conditimm of vanishing invariants. 

For the determ1nantal form (3) there are twenty invariants 

which are not necessarily equal to.zero. ·These twenty 

* All covariants which are not subjected to restrictions _ 
are assumed to be distinct. The covariants which are con-
sidered identical may differ by a numerical factor. Cont'! 
sequently there is associated with any one arrangement of 
lines a system oi" cubic curves. 



invariants may be grouped in the .following way; the one 

inva.rianto(:: [11,-22,331, ·the· one invariant,g= [13,,21)32) • the 

nine invariants [11, jJ;.k1] and the nine invariants 
[kl,mn,11] ~. In the last two groups 11 and jj mean any 

pair .or subscripts o.f -t ·• .• l , 1 ,- and kl. and mn mean any 
Ill :i.-i. JS . . 

pair of subscripts of -t ..t 1. • 'f:he same pair of sub-
. I] I a_1 I . .'Jl 

scripts cannot, o.f course, oceur twice in the same invariant. 

· In what :follows we shall have occe.s1011t to study 

various sets.of' invariants •. In a given set ai'pa.ir or 
letters whioh appears in the symbol :f'or<.one invariant 

represents the same pair of' subseript's in all other in-

variants. This statement has no meaning with respect 

to the invariants represented by oc. and (3. 
In the .following classitioation vie shall let K 

represent the nUillber of sets of vanishing invariants Which 

give the arrangement or lines under consideration, L the 

number of distinct points ot ',ntersection ot the lines and 

C the number of these points o~ intersection whioh are 

points on the oubio. In addition to giving infoI'mation 

on the above points we shall also indicate lines wh:tch 

are tangents., points or tangency, points of inflection, 

double points and othe:r such in.formation so·far as it is 

significant. It will be assumed that in a given oase no 

invariants vanish other than those of' the set indicated, 

or those which vanish as a consequence of the vanishing 

of the indicated invariants. 



CLASS I •. 

(a),. No invariants .!!!:2·...;.... L=l5• C:9! 

•The geometric El.!"rangement.or the.six lines 
undez, these conditions is a particular instance 0£ the . 

well"!"known theorem;,· If each. of two straight. lines .meet:s · 

a cubic 1n three.points, the.three lines joining these. 

points in pairs: meet the eubio in three additional collinear 

points•* 

(b)" One invariant zero. - ............... 
(I) .! ~fl = £•..........,. K=2, L::::13;. C::9. 

(2) [11 1 jj 1k11 ;; £_1 (01" Ud1mn,1il ;.:. .Q).......,...J.u=U,L=IJ, 

(;g. {K1is tangent at ( ... .e;jh ( or -t .. 1s tangent at ( ~I(" {,..J• · 
( c). · T\vo invQl'>iants zero. _______ .... _ 

There are one hundred ninety pa.!rs o:r in .. 

variants. Five difi"erent arrangements of the six lines 

result from equating pairs of inV8l"1ants to zero. 

(l l~ f-=O ........... K=l,b:lliC;:;;9 .. 

· ( 2 )A •!=2. [kl ,)nn t iil ;:Q • .........,.K=9, L=ll ,-C:8 • 

B .. §=O· [ii 1 jJekl] =O.--Kz9jL=ll~C;::8,. 

Line -tt, is tangent at ( -tt<1,t_J if case A 1s considered• 

{~)A.[11,jj,Kl].;:Q. and [tt,w.n,.rs] :::.Q•---K=:9, · 

l:f:=1l,C=7- ~w,is tangent at (.t.i 1 .l.,) and -t •• at (l , t ) .• 
" L 11 ..... .... l<S 

B. [11,jj,kll ;:::Q ~.!_& ·£!. (11,mn,tts] =Qi 
[jj 1mn1rsJ=.Q. .. [kl,tt,mn)::.O,.--...K=:36,L=ll,C:-7. ~I(, is tangent 

at(·l..t.) and{ .. at ({ .t'~ if the first·invariant o.f the last 
U,) iJ U .._,.t "' 

three is considered. 

-'J-Sa.lmon, Higher Plane Cu!"ves, 2nd edition, p.127. 
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C. [ii, j j 1klJ =Q, and either tt.1, tt ,mn1 =Q 
[JJ, tt,mnl =Q,.-K=lB,L=ll,0:::7.-t,,111:1 tangent at((; -'-i) and-l..._~t 

U b ) .1r. the fir. st.~f .the. last tvro · invariants· is consideJ:>ed. 
L ( I "\tt 

D. fl~l,mn,111=.Q. either (k1 1rs,,U1 =Q .2!:_ 

. [fill?:,rs,jj] ~0.~K;:;18,,L=ll,G:7 .. -l._is tangent· at (.e1<I• ~l and 

f at (-l .t ) if' the first invariant of' the · last two is con--Ji•. . \<\ I /Ii , , . . ." . 

sidered. 

In cases (1), (2), and (3) the two invariants 

which were set .equal to.zero are the only invariants which 

equal zero under those conditions •. If the invariants of any 

one of' the remaining pairs are set equal to zero, the four 

lines \Vhose coef.ficients are involved meet in a point. Hence 

tt'vo other invariants are ~ecessarily made zero by setting 

a given pair equal .to zero. 'l'he·sixpossible pad.rs which 

may be f'ormed from, these. four invariants w111 be included 

in the same class~ 

(4) A. !::Q. [11,Jj 1kll ;::Q_.-K.::18.,L=.J.0,0='7• 

B. ~-0 .~ [kl1mn,11J =.Q•-K:::18,L=l0,0:;7. 

fir, is tangent at the point ot infleetion (~-..- . .Q11J, if set A 

is considered.. It must be noted that 1:f rJ. =O and [ii,jj ,,kl] 

:::0, then [ii 1tt,Kl], and [tt,j.1,kl] . are. also zero •. A sim-

ilar statement 1s trua o:f Set B. 

(5). [11,jj 1k1J=.Q ,and [k1 2 i1 4mn] =-£•-K;:54,L::10,C:6. 

As in the previous ~e.se, it follows from sett:tng these two 

invariants equal to .zero, that [111 jJ 1mn] and, [kl,mn1 j,1] 
equal zero. There is a double point at (-(,, ~). 



:M1e general -equation or a oub1a with a cr11node,. 

and tm general equs.tion of a cubic uith a cuep· may be 

expressed in the form or- equntion (.SJ 111. such a way that 

a. set of 1nvnr1antts o:r tjpe (5) equra.l aerc. ·~most 
gene1~a1 eqttf.i.t.ion of .Q eub!o with a CU$1l 1& 

(10) 

This equation aay- be wr-1:tten :1n th~ rorm 
0.. ?' 1 + -t. " - '1'- 0 C ).1 + d,. 1-:l . ,._ '3. 

(11) 
0 = 0 

0 ~, 
i.. 

which is of the .form· or eque.tton (3) and which sa.t1s.t.1ed 

the condition that a set or invariants ot type (6) equal 

zero. The gene~a.1 equutlon ot a -ottb1c With n c. run ode is 

(12) 3 -.... 1, \. -3 
0. + "' "t, X + C. ;..I -y. + c:l , I I l. \. . 

which may be Wl'1tten 
(-{', .. + c:l) -x, + { c.+ o.) "1l.,._ - ')C"!I 0 

(13) 0 :::: 0 

0 

This equation al.so sntiefinn the ccnd1t1on thntn set 
of invav1nnts of t-m,e (5) be zero. 

We nhall no,1 det~ the- c.onditions undo1" ~1h1ch 
equation (3} with the l'e$trictiofi.s that a set ot invsr1nnts 

or type (5), way (})2.~-;,.13] and (1s.2i.,3a1 equal ~ro# 

represents n. oubic iTi th a erunodo, -rL"'l aenoda ® a. ousi. 

Lot the line -t + t .. orepresent .fl tangent at tho double point. :a, I I.\, 

lt is possible to aolve t:a.,+'{:ofor one vnriable, aa.:r x 1 • 

l '3. 

Tha $Ubst:ttut1on or the value of •X: 1 1:n (5l g1vel! an equation 



which, i.t' consideration be ta.lean of' the restrictions on 

the invariants, may be factored into three linear factors. 

Two o.t' these linear raotors. al.'"e identical except fol:' a 

numerical .factor. The condition that 1 + { t = o be a :q ~.,_, 

tangent at the double point is that the tbl'ee linear 

factors be identical except .fora numerical multiplier. 

If the restl:'iotion is placed on the third factor that it 

be the same as the othev two, there results the following 

condition on k, 

l. 4 

(14) kt [1s,22,s2] +*f is,21,a2J + [11;-22,35]+ ti.1,21,3~0. 

The roots of this equation give ve.lues of k which will 

make the line -t~;-\-t.~l-~ o t~gent to the cubic at the double 

point. If the roots are real and equal, the point is 

a cusp, if ree.1 and distinct, a crunode, if imaginary, 

an acnode. 

(d) Three invariants zero. --- _____ ,, -
There are eleven hundred forty set~_of three 

invariants. 6.f these sets, twenty-.four have·been inclu-

ded above in f~ )( 4) and thirty-six in case O;.) ( 5). 'Ehe 

remaining sets fall into _the following six classes. The 

sets .of each claa.s·when equated to zero_give the same arrange-

ment of the six lines. 



'{l).A.~, • .(kl2mn,11] :::.Q ~[Kl,rs,jj]-==O.--Iu::18,L::9,0=7 

B.&=.O, · CT1 1 Jj 1klJ =Q and [i1;tt 1rs] =O .. ..-K=18,L=9,C.::;7 

-tl•l· is. tangent at Ct ·1 \ and-Lat (.t .t ) if set A is consider-
• W'1 ' ml, JJ HI > T"J 

ed. 

(2).A. [i11 jj,ltl}:::.Q, [ii,mn,rs1=.Q anz ·~of~ 
invariants [tt2kl.,nmJ=.Q, [tt 1kl,rs1 -:Q, [tt,Jj 2mnl=.Q,. 

[ttjjj ,rsJ =O .. :-K.::-36,L=9,:C-6.·(,1s tangent at (L,· LH.~t 
. - . n. • I.' JI J ,., 

(l", ~,) and \/lt l",, tm 11) 11' the .i'irs t inval'iant or the 1 ast 

four is considered. 

B.. [11 1 j.11kl1 :::£, [jj ,mn,rs] =.Q anz .£! 
four invariants [tt1kl 1mn]=.2,, ttt1kl,rs] =.Q [tt,11:pm1=;Q,, 

[tt,11,rs] ~2.ec-K.::36.,L=9.,C=6•-f.1(1is tangent ·at V-i,, ..t j), --ti·i 
at· (t~1~.) and {ttat U,.1,lJ if the .first invariant of the 

last four is considered •. 

C. {a) [i.1 1 j j ,mn] =.Q, [11, tt, kl] =.Q, !E,g. [j j , tt, rsJ=.Q. • 

~I{:6, L=9 ,• 0=6 

(~)[kl 1mnz1i]=.Q., [kltrs,Jj ]=.Q, and [mn,rs, ttl :O. 

---K=6,L=9.,C:6.-tn-in 1s tangent at (-(t",-(.i).,J.}11a.t (-t,, .{tt) 

and-t.,.s at (tii . ,e_H) when •the first set o;f O is considered. 



In cases (1) · and (2) the twee invar.iants which 

are e et equal to zero,. ~e the only invariants which are· 

zero under those conditions. In :Che .following i'our cases 

the invariants which are set· equal to zero cause either 

.four or five lines: to pass tbrough a point and henao in-

variants other than those indicated are equal to zero. 

(3) .A.11.;:0, [1i1kl.mnJ =Q., and[i1,kl 1 rs] =.Q. • ....o.K=l8,L=B,C=7. 

B • ~=o·, [ii, j j I kl] =.Q., and, [ ii I tt t kl) =Q.. -lt-:1 8, L:::8, C.:7. 

Since l11,kl,mn], and [11,kl,rs] when equated to ze~o cause 

the four lines -t .. , -e.WI ;. -l • ..e ; to pass through a point 
, 11 .· mn 'l"S 

[11,rnn1 rs] and [kl 2mn,rs1 are also zero. A similar state-

ment is true of the invariants of' B~·Lis tangent at the 
ll 

point of inflection (-e", )..~) if A is considered. · 

· (4)A. [ii, jj1kl] =.Q., [tt 1mn1rs] =Q. !Ef!. [tt,mn1k~ =.Q..-K=:54, 

L=B;C=6• 
B. [iirkl 1mnJ;:.Q., [jj,tt,rs] :=.Q. ~fjj 1tt,kl]=Q_.-K=54., 

L=:8,C:.6~ 

'l.u 

If the two invat'ie.nts [tt,mn,rs"] and [tt,mn,kl] are zero 
then [tt,kl,rs1 and [kl,mn1rs] are zero also. I:f [jj,tt,rsl 

and [jj*tt,kl] are zero, [tt,rs,kll and fJ.1,rs,,kl] are 

zero.~1is tangent at (-€,i,..tJ°i) and.tttis tangent at the point 

of inflection (~ .~ ) 1£ set A 1s considered .. 
. ~n TS 

(5). [ii 1 jl,K11=.Q., [1i,j.i 2nm1=Q. anz 2£. 
invariants ftt 1 rs.1iJ =Q, [tt,rs,Jjl =.Q., [tt,rs,Kl1.;::.Q., 

[tt,rs,mn]=.Q• Since [11,jj,KlJ and [11,jj,mn] equal zero, 

[i1,mn1Kl] and [jj,mn1Kl] are also zero.:::-K:::216,L=S,C=:5. 



If' [221 33"13],. [22,.33,21] and [11,32,22] equal zero, the 

line ! is tangent at (.Q. ..t ) and U .t .) is a double point. ?, 'l. · , 11 I l.'>. ,_.._, · 3'\ • 

.The condition that. the double point be a crunocle, acnode 

or cusp. is ebndition (1 tf:) given 1n C la. s s I ( c )( 5 ). · · 

( 6 ) .• A..a::::o,, (i1 1 j .j 1Ifll=Q,~ [ii;, j j ,mn1=.Q_.~K=300,L.-:6 ,C=4 

B~~=O, [ii 1 In ,mn] :.01 and [jj, Kl ,rnn1=.Q. .. ~K=300, Jp:6, C=4 

Since-five lines meet in a point e.s a eons~quenceo:r these 

theee invariants having been set equal to ~ero:, the ten 

invariants which 1nvolve_the coefficients of these five 

lines are zero, • .t,.,and!"'"are tangents at a double point ii' 

Set A is considered_.. The equation o:r every ·cubic with a 

oru.node may be put into this. fonn, a fact which becomes 

evident when we observe tha.t eoua.t1on (13} satis.f1es the . - ' 

conditions [13,21.,321 ::O, [13"21,22] ;;:0 and [131 21,33] :0 •. 
. . . .. - ' .• 

(e) .• t~ore three invariants eqµal ~• 

The ca.sea in whioh f'our lines pass thl-o~gh a 

point.have been considered in Glans I (e) (4)and in Class 

I ( c) ( 5} ; those in v1hi ch four 1 ines meet in one point 
, , 

and three lines in another point in Class I '(d) f3l; . . 
I (d)(4) and I (d)(5),; that in which five lines meet in 

a point in. Class I (d)(6) •• The1~e remain the ':rollovd.ng 

two cases: 

· {l) [kl,mn,rs1=Q·, [11,jj,kl]=Q., ~j,tt,mn];:;:_Q [tt,ii,rs] 

:::O.-L=7.C=6 • .t is tangent at (1 .. ,.i.J.,.e"'·. at (.t,. J.) and .i. at 
- " Kl " JJ . I'\ JI' tf /\~ 

(..Q. .. ,1 ). 
II tt · 

(2) [ii,jj,Kl).:O, [11,tt,mnl=0, (rs~mn,jjf::Cl and [kl,rs,tt]: 

o.-L=7,C:5.~" is tangent at (..e. .. ,.t,J,1,,,at (.L.1 ),-t .. at (J. .t) 
I IL •l " II -tt 'Jl mno 1'S 

'l.1 



and -lHat (-el(1,-l,J• 
If a set of vanishing invariants is chosen in 

suoh a -way that the six 11nes pass through one point, the 

cubic becomes degenerate,-, 

Or.ASS II. 
If -t:; .e. 1 the equation of' the cubic curve 

II '2 ..._ 

may be written.in the .form 
-t .. 0 .), 

I'!, 

i 0 == 0. (15) ~. 3'!, 

0 ,l -t 
:!.'l. 33 

The equation of every non-degenerate cubic curve can be 

expressed in this f'orm_, since (a) may be changed into 
this .form.by a. combination of-rows and columns of' the 

determinant. I:r in the :torm (6)., the rows and columns 

are interchanged, if' the first. column is multiplied by 

-c3 :i. and added to the third. column, and if the third row 

is multiplied by -c'2 1 and added to the :first row,. the 

equation is reduced to the form 1n which two elements are 

identical. 

There are five lines obtained b~ equating to 

zero the .elements of' the determinantal fo:Pm( 1 s ) , and ten 

invariants which are not necessarily zero. 

(a) .llim! .£!. .~ invariants ~• L::10,_C:.:6. 

-l1 '3 , ..f.-;., and tJ:i. are· tangent to the cubic at their intersections 

\vith 133 • This i'orm of the equation gives a p:1.rticular 



instance. of the · theorem that the 11:nes tangent to the 

cubic at three collinear points meet the cubic in three 

additionalcolline.ar- points.,{:• 

{b) One invariant zero. -------
( l) [13 f21, 32]::Q • -K-1, L:::8, C:6 '!' The tangents · 

at three eoll1near points are concurrent. 

(2) [11,Kl,:rs] -Q_.---!(:;3,L=S.c=5. -l11 is tangent 

at U · l ),-t· ·at C-t ·. J. l, t at (f. 1 ) and -t"sat (-tJ\s• t1.). 
KP rs 1< 1 ~• ,, mn · 'In"' n • · 

(~) f11,.33iK11 ::Q-?_;,K:::3,L=8,C::5. -t,,,nis tangent 

at (-ln• ~n) and -l"., at ( ~s• !3.J. \ 1is tangent at the point of 

inflection (-t., .~,,) 

( 4) (33 2kl,mn].:::Q..-K=3,L=S,0.:::5 .. ~\is tangent 

to the. cubic o.t _ (-t •. -233). (J.K)m) ia a double point·. The con-

dition that the 1 i_ne ..f..,. 1 + A{.; o be tangent to the cubic curve 

at the double point (.t:1.1 ,ll'!.). when ~he invariant \.13,21,331=0 

lilay be derived from condition (14) given in Class I (c)(5). 

S_ince lu is identioal with ~1,~' tbl.s condition beeomesH 

-11- Salmon, Higher Plane Curves,2nd Edition, p .. 127 .. 

~H} Since covariants which are oonsi.dered identical may differ 
by a common factor, it _n1uatbe noted that in the.co~.ff'icient 
o:t k~ , 1).3,,22,32] , . the coe1".fic1ents of -.e.~,. can not be replaced 
by the coefficients of' .t.,a t but by those. coef'f'icients. multi-
plied by this oormnon fa.otor-~-



k~ f1s.,22.s2] + k [13.,21,32] + [11,21,331 :.::O. 

( c ) Tvro i11vari ants zero., -------
There are forty-five pairs of invariants. 

These f'orty-tive may be divided into seven classes such 

that a pair of invariants of any class, ·.:-rhen equated to 

zero, gives the same arrangement or the·five lines. 

(1) [13,32,21]=.Q !!1.!![11,33zkl1 :::.Q_.,..;....K;::3,L=6 1 C=5• 

-em 11is tangent· at {-e.mn•.f.11 and -t.11.., at· Hr.s.~3). ·tis tangent at 

the point of in~lection: ( .t.,, ! 1)., 

(~) [11a33,kl1=Q. ijnn1rs 1 111=Q•~K=3,k6,C:::4. 

--e.1, is tangent at (-emnA,)' e,n;1t (t,",\')l and -t.,.s at ( ..!tts,~) • t, 1s 

tangent at the point. of inflection (-t,, , !1 . .). 

(3) [kl,w.nt11l=Q and either [lfl,rs 33}:::Q ·or 

fum,rs ,33l=Q.-¥.;::6.,T..::6,C=4• ~.,is tangent at (~"'''~mJ•· If 

rkl.rs,33]=0,-tm-is tangent a.t (-t ,.t ) and H .. ) is e. ., . " . . mn 33 •~• ,, 

double point. 111e condition that the line -Rl., + -{~")..= o 

be tangent to the curve when Ll.3,21;33] =O and L11,13,32l 

=0 is exactly the condition given in 101:assII .(bl(4). 

( 4) [ 111.33 t kl] =Q ~. fom, rs 1 :33 ]:.Q. .-ID=S:,L:::6, C:4. 

--tis tangent at the point of inflection U.11 ,.l31).(-!,,",t,) is 

a double point., :i:he condition that the line -t +i -t = o · 
).1 "l."l, 

31> 

be. a tangent at the double point ( ·~ ) when the invariants 
".I.I 1 .... . ' 

Lll,33,-32] and· [13,21,33] equal zero., may be derived by 

the methods used ·in Glass I (eH5).. The oondition is 

1c'l. [1s,22,s21 + k [is,.21.,32] + [11.,.21.,.ssJ=.o. 
In the follovring three classes the two in-



variants which are set equal to zero cause .four lines to 

pass through a po.int; consequ,ently two· invariants other 

than those.indicated are zero. 1'Jie iix pairs which may 

be formed .from.these four invariants are included in the 

(5) [13,21,32]:::.Q and [11,kl,mn]=_Q.-K:::6,L=5,C:4. 

~•u'~,.,,,, ~rs are ta..11gents at their points of interaeetion with 

• -€ is tangent at the point of inflection (.f .~ ) •. It :,3 II NI n,r, 

should be noted here th.at setting sny two invariants equal 

to zero makes two other invariants zero. 

( 6) [13 ,21 1 321=.Q. and ~31 Kl 1mn1 ;::Q.-K.=6 ,L=5,C::4 •. 

In this ease as in (5) setting two invariants equ:11 to 

zero makes two other invariants zero. H { ) is a double 
, I-Cl, ffl" 

point.. •:J.io show the.t {,i:;0 is the only tangent at the double 

point and that therefore the point is a cusp we shall use 

the condition tm t the line -l.,_, to -l,_~ o be tangent to the 

cubic, a condition whieh was developed -in 1c1assII { c) ( 4) •. 

Let [13,21,321 and [13,.32,33];::0. Then for this~ ease the 

condition·, 

k 1 [13,22,32} + k [13,21,32] + l).l,21,.33] =0 

becomes 

[11,21:,331 =O 

and consequently -i.3 3 1s the only tangent •. 

(7) [11.33,kJJ .=O [ll1k1 1mn]::9_.-.ID::18,L=5,C=3 

The tvro invariants which ara equated to zero make two other 

invariants zero also •. ~Mis tangent at {-t"s'~3) .. :(,and -l,,,nare 



tangents at a double point: 

'l;he cases .in which thJ:tee or .four invariants, 

when equated to zero cause only four lines to pass through 

a point have been considered in {5}, (6) and (7). I.f the • • 

:rour . invariants i.vhen. equated to zero cause the five lines 

to pass through a point, or .if more.than four invariants 

are set equi.1 to zero, the cubic becomes degenerate. 

GLASS III 

If' f. 11 == ..t'l.~:::: ..t"~' the equation of the cubic 

0 

e 0 = 0 
" 

0 

Salmon~~· has shown that a cubic curve vlith three real points 

of inflection may be represented by an equaticn o:r this 

fol"l'll.· The three points o.f inflection are ( {,,..t,~} <·t .'a) 
am {t,.,t1J. the tangents at the points. of inflection are 

{ .t . . I • 13f ,.,, ,~ 

There are fou.i- invariants which are not nec-

essarily zeI'o. We shall consider the.cases when (a) 

none of" the :four invariants is zero, e.nd (b) when one 

invariant is zero. If t,vo of the .four invariants are set 

equal to zero,. the curve becomes dt~generate. 

Higher Plan~ Curves., 2nd Edition, p. 128. 



(a) None of the -four inv:uaiante .zero.-L=6,C=3• ,_______..__. _ _____.._,... . -------- . 

-€13 ,~11 ,. .t~:i. are tangents at three collinear. points of 

inf'lection .• 

(b) .. ~invariant~ .. 

fl) [13,21~s2bo .• ~K:::l,L=4, C:3. 

(2} 0..1,:kl;omril ==Q.~~1':'.=3,.L=4,C=2_ • .QJ\S ia .tangent 

at the point o.f inflection (-i11 ',-t,) and-l.,;and~"'Jlre tangents. 

at a double point ... 

If two sets .of two covariai."l.ts-,. not of' the 

same row or -column, ure identical,, :for instance -e,. -== 1._.,_ 

and -f.13 :=: '~• :t the equation of the cubic eurva becomes 

1
-e., 

...e..i.1 

0 

0 

=0 

There are four invariants which are not necessarily zero,. 

We . shall consider· the cases when no invariant is zero and 

when one invariant is zero. If' two or moi~e invariants are 

set equal to zero,: the four lines pass through one point-

and the cubio becomes degenerate. 

(a} No invariant zero. L::;6,C::::4 • .£3 is tangent 
------- 3 . 

at (-2 -~ ) and -f. at U. •~,,). (-e ~. } ls a double point. Bv · l l• ll l ').. , ').. :u • II ., 

U'3ing the methods de:Sc-r,·bed in_1_Qlaie:C (e)(5) we see 

that under the·present restrictions on the invariants and 

oova.ria.nts the condition that the line (. + f11 =- o .be tangent 

to the cubic becomes 



(b) One invari.ant zero. .......... ._, 

( 1) Ill 132133] =.Q 2£. [21 1 32 ,331 =Q -.K-2, L::4, C:3 

If [11.;;2,ss].:O~ ,e33 is tangent at .(\.; ,.e,.J,-e_,,.is tangent at 

the point of inflection ( -t,., ~J, and (-t,., .-t..) is a double 

point., The condition that e +-id. 0 0 be a tangent at the 
~l U,. 

double point is the condition given in e1ass· lV( a)~ 

(2) [1112li33l=.Q., [11 1 211 32]=.Q•-K=2,L::4,C=3. 

If (11,21,33] :0 ~~is tangent at (-t:il• t..} and --t,.1 is tangent at 

the double point { l t ). 
• II • JJ 

g , v en i n D1'. ( .._), 

By referring to the· condition,,,._ 

that { + {: .e, = o be tangent 
l. 1 ·,1\ 

to the cubic we see that ·C,,1s the 

only tangent at { ..t .1_ ) and that therefore the point is e. 
l\l Jl 

cusp. 

CLASS V. 

If' -t .. , = -t, 3 and {11 = --t,. .. :E, -t33 , the equation of 

the cubic becomes 
0 

o = D. 

Q -e.,31 -tll 

The number of 1 ines 1s reduced to three and h ence there 

is only one invariant which is not zero .. If this in--

variant is set equul to zero, the three lines meet in one 

point and the cubic is degenerate. If this invariant 

1s not zero, --i3 l.. 1s tangent to the curve at the point 

of inflection <-t, 1) and -l~t is tangent at the double 

point (~ •.. ~)• That ...f.2.t is the only tangent at this point 

and that the point is therefore a cusp may be determined 

by referring to .condition (14),o.f Class I.(c)(5). 



TABLE OF CLASSIFICATION 

OF 

INVARIANTS AND COVARIANTS OF 
DETE:P.IEINANTAL FCR MS 

OF THIRD ORDER 



Restric- Total 1\Jmn- iNumber Number Number of Number of Number I 
i> 

ber of In- bf In- of Points of Points of Number of Double Number of Lines Number 
I' 

Class tiom~ on on of Sets of In- :~ 1, 

variants Not ivariants Lines Cubic Points of Points of Point of Determinant 
,, 

Cova1•iants Intersec- variants In a Given i 

Necessarily Set Equal tion of l Tangency Inflection Tangent at Double 
i, 

ti 
Case 

' Zero to Zero Lines Point One 
i 

Two Three 
T.,,.u T.,.,., .. ., Tnuc, 

lr 
. , ' 9 

a 20 0 6 15 - -
! 

·, 

I b(l) II II 1 II 13 9 2 
1 

I 

! 

I b(2) II II 1 II II 8 1 18 I 

' 

I c(l) II II 2 II 11 9 
i 

1 
" . 

-
I c(2) II II Tl II 11 8 1 18 

.. ' ... ' 

I c(3) ·n II II II 11 7 : 2 
' 

81 

I c(4) II II II II 10 7 

i 
! 1 36 24 

I c(5) II II II II 10 6 1 54 36 

-· 
I d(l) II ii 3 II 9 7 2 36 

I d(2) fl II II II 9 6 3 84 

I d(3) II II II II 8 7 1 36 

I d(4) II II II II 8 6 1 1 108 

Id(5) II II II II 8 5 1 1 216 

! I d(6) II II II ti 6 4 

! 
1 2 600 

. 
I e(l) ·11 II 11: It 7 6 3 

-

! 

I e(2) II " II II 7 5 4 
' . ,I 



: ; 

Restric- Total Num- Number Number Number of Number of ' Number of Number of Double Number of Lines Number of Sets of In-Class tions on ber of In- of In- of Points of Points on Points of Points of Point . of Determinant variants in a Given 
~ovarian ts variants Not variants Lines Intersec- Cubic Tangency Inflection Tangent at Double C\:l.S~ 

i Necessarily S~t Equal tion of Point One Tvro Three 
I Zero to Zero Lines Inv. Invs. Invs. I 
i 
:II a 10 0 5 10 6 ! 3 

trI b(l) II '·' l II 8 6 i 3 1 

II b(2) II II II II 8 5 4 3 
' 

iII b(3) II II II II 8 5 ' 2 l 3 

II b(4) II II II II 8 5 I 1 l 3 

II c(l) II II 2 II 6 5 2 1 3 

u c{2) II II II II 6 4 3 1 3 

CI c(3) II II II II 6 4 2 1 6 
' 

II c(4) II II II II 6 4 1 1 3 
•' 

c(5) II II II II \ 

3 l 6 II 5 4 
! ' 

II c(6) II II II II 5 4 1 1 6 

II c(7) II II II II 5 3 1 1 2 18 i 

III a 4 0 4 6 3 j 3 

IIIb(l) II II 4 3 3 l I 

IIIb(2) II II II 4 2 1 1 2 3 

IV a II 4 6 4 ' 2 l 

IV b(l) II II II 4 3 .i 1 1 1 2 

IV b(2) II II II 4 3 1 1 1 2 
-

1 3 3 2 i 1 1 ' 1 V . 

I 
,; 
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